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User authentication is crucial for security and privacy protection on smartphones. While a variety of authentication schemes
are available on smartphones, security �aws have been continuously discovered. Fingerprint �lms can deceive �ngerprint
sensors and anti-surveillance prosthetic masks can spoof face recognition. In this paper, we propose a novel user authentication
system SmileAuth that leverages the unique features of people’s dental edge biometrics for reliable and convenient user
authentication. SmileAuth extracts a series of dental edge features by slightly moving the smartphone to capture a few images
from di�erent camera angles. These unique features are determined by the tooth size, shape, position and surface abrasion.
SmileAuth is robust against image spoo�ng, video-based attack, physically forced attack and denture attack. We implemented
the prototype of SmileAuth on Android smartphones and comprehensively evaluated its performance by recruiting more than
300 volunteers. Experimental results show that SmileAuth can achieve an overall 99.74% precision, 98.69% F-score, 2.31% FNR
and 0.25% FPR in diverse scenarios. Additional experiments with two pairs of twins demonstrate that dental edge biometrics
are unique enough to e�ectively distinguish twins.
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1

INTRODUCTION

With the pervasive usage of smartphones, a lot of sensitive personal data are nowadays stored in our smartphones
and user authentication is the most critical measure to protect these information. Central to user authentication
is a balance between security and usability. An e�ective authentication solution should be secure enough and at
the same time easy to use. While password, draw pattern, �ngerprint and face recognition are the most popular
authentication schemes on smartphones, they have a record of being compromised. Fingerprint �lms can be used
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(a) Capturing a user’s dental images using a smartphone

(b) User interface of SmileAuth

Fig. 1. (a) To apply SmileAuth for authentication, a user holds the smartphone with the front camera facing the mouth,
and moves the smartphone around to capture multiple dental images from di�erent camera angles. (b) The graphical user
interface of SmileAuth.

to deceive �ngerprint-based authentication [1] and anti-surveillance prosthetic masks [2] have been demonstrated
to be e�ective in spoo�ng face recognition-based authentication. Password and draw pattern on the other hand,
have the risk of being peeped [3] or stolen [4] by attackers. The latest Apple FaceID [5], packing a dot projector
(a �ood illuminator and an infrared depth sensor capable of capturing the 3D features of face) can achieve highly
reliable authentication. However, the dedicated sensors do occupy precious frontal screen space and bring in
extra cost [6].
In this paper, we introduce a new modality of authentication which can be easily realized on commodity
smartphones. We believe the proposed system can be an alternative to exiting authenticating schemes without a
need of adding any new hardware. The main idea of the proposed system SmileAuth is illustrated in Fig. 1: it
leverages a user’s unique dental features for authentication. There are multiple advantages employing the dental
features for authentication: (i) The dental features are stable over a relatively long period of time; (ii) The dental
features are usually covered by lips, increasing the di�culty of reproduction and (iii) The 3D dental features are
robust against image/video attacks. Through comprehensive IRB-approved real-world experiments1 with 307
volunteers, we demonstrate that the proposed dental edge biometrics are unique among individuals and can be
utilized for accurate user authentication. The dental edge lines are determined by the unique dental structure and
arrangement of teeth on the alveolar bone [7]. Our system does not require the user to show all the teeth but just
a few of them to ensure comfortness and accordingly a high acceptability.
Though promising, to achieve highly accurate and robust authentication, several challenges need to be
addressed:
• Distinctive and stable features are crucial for an authentication system. Hence, we should select the most
appropriate features for authentication. To address this problem, we classify the dental features into several
categories: basic features of an individual tooth, extended features of adjacent teeth, global feature of teeth
and envelope of edge lines. We then adopt a learning-based Random Forests scheme [8] to assess the
importance of these features and assign weights to quantify their importance.
• Dental edge features are sensitive to the viewing angle of the camera with respect to the mouth. Hence, it is
essential to infer the camera angle of an image before it can be used for authentication. To overcome this
problem, SmileAuth detects mouth area landmarks and extracts the normalized Euclidean distances between
those landmarks to infer the camera angle.
1 Our

study was IRB approved by our university. It does not raise any ethical issues.
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• Dental edge features are essentially obtained from images, hence this authentication must be able to defend
against image spoo�ng and video replaying attacks. Furthermore, we would like our system to be also robust
against external force attack and denture attack. To deal with external force attack, SmileAuth applies the
property of spatial continuity in adjacent images to detect abrupt changes. SmileAuth further employs the
Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [9] based texture feature to distinguish images taken directly from a human and
images taken from an image and video to combat against image and video spoo�ngs. We also demonstrate
that our system can inherently handle denture attack.
To summarize, we make the following main contributions in this work:
• We demonstrate that the proposed dental edge biometrics are unique across di�erent users while stable for
the same user with comprehensive experiments. The results support the feasibility of employing dental
edge features as a new modality for user authentication.
• We propose a method to accurately estimate the camera angle of the image, moving one step towards
practical adoption of the proposed method.
• We e�ectively utilize the property of continuity between adjacent images and LBP-based texture feature to
defend against multiple commons seen attacks including image/video spoo�ng and external force attack.
• We build a prototype of SmileAuth and conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the system performance.
Experimental results with more than 300 volunteers show that SmileAuth achieves an average 99.74%
precision, 98.69% F-score in di�erent experimental scenarios.
To the best of our knowledge, SmileAuth is the �rst work leveraging dental edge biometrics for user authentication on smartphones. SmileAuth can serve as an independent authentication scheme or be combined with
other authentication schemes for multi-modal authentication. We believe there is no single best biometrics for
authentication in terms of accuracy, robustness and accessibility. Our work does not aim to replace the existing
authentication schemes but would like to provide users an interesting alternative. In the rest of this paper, we
�rst review related work in Sec. 2. Then we introduce the measurements and feasibility analysis in Sec. 3. We
present the detailed design of SmileAuth in Sec. 4, and the evaluations in Sec. 5. The discussion of the limitations
are in Sec. 6 followed by a conclusion in Sec. 7.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Smartphone Authentication
Personal Identi�cation Number (PIN) or draw pattern [10] are the most widely used user authentication methods
on smartphones. Despite the simplicity, the PIN or draw pattern can be easily peeked by someone close by [11].
Existing biometric-based authentication methods are based on users’ unique intrinsic physiological features (e.g.,
face [12], iris [13], retina [14], voice [15], and �ngerprint [16]). However, the state-of-the-art user authentication
methods are still at risks of being compromised as demonstrated by researchers. Speech recognition is easy to
be spoofed when the voice is recorded, or closely imitated by advanced learning algorithms [17]. Fingerprint
�lm can deceive �ngerprint sensors [1]. The specially designed �lm is applied to visualize the �ngerprint left on
objects and then forge it for attacking. Contact lenses can trick iris recognition [18]. Anti-surveillance prosthetic
mask is also shown to be e�ective in spoo�ng face recognition [2].
Besides, researchers also exploit physiology-related information for user authentication. BreathPrint [19]
captures the user’s breath sound for authentication, but the performance is not stable because the breath sound
may change signi�cantly (e.g., after exercise). Eye blinking has also been employed to enhance the security [20]
of vision based face recognition, but a recorded video can still spoof the system. EchoPrint [21] leverages acoustic
signals re�ected from the face to capture the facial features for authentication. However, the performance is too
sensitive to dynamics. Even a hair style change or a facial expression change can fail the system and thus the
usability is barely satisfactory.
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More advanced sonic sensors emit ultrasonic signal, and then receive the re�ected signal that includes unique 3D
structure feature for authentication [22]. Although this sonic sensor can achieve a high accuracy in authentication,
the high cost limits its adoption in mid-end and low-end smartphones. Apple FaceID [5] adopts the special
TrueDepth sensor which incurs extra hardware cost and requires design changes. Intel’s RealSense depth and
tracking camera [23] can achieve the same objective. However, it is big in size and power hungry, unsuitable for
mobile devices. Di�erent from existing solutions, SmileAuth leverages dental edge features for user authentication.
SmileAuth can be realized on commodity smartphones without a need of extra sensors.

2.2

User Authentication Using Dental Biometrics

Dental biometrics include tooth size, shape, edge line envelope, and distances between adjacent teeth. As
demonstrated by clinical research [24], the dental biometrics are intrinsically unique [25] among individuals.
The forensic use has earned dental biometrics great fame in the identi�cation of otherwise unidenti�able human
remains. Dental biometrics have been widely used in individual identi�cation in airplane crashes [26] and �re
accidents [27]. Besides identi�cation, the dental biometrics can be further utilized to infer rich information of the
person including age, sex, habits, and even occupation.
In academia, teeth image was �rst used by Kim et al. [28] for individual identi�cation. The proposed approach
was composed of teeth image acquisition and teeth recognition. Kim et al. [29] further proposed a two-factor
authentication approach using both teeth image and voice. Both these work [28, 29] demonstrated the feasibility
of employing dental images for user identi�cation. They utilized the contour information of teeth to achieve
coarse-grained feature matching. Because of the coarse granularity, the second work [29] further employed voice
data to improve the accuracy. Di�erent from existing work, SmileAuth exploits the �ne-grained dental edge
lines as features and performs angle-based feature matching using multiple consecutive images. SmileAuth can
e�ectively defend against multiple attacks, moving towards the practical adoption of dental biometrics for user
authentication on smartphones.
There are some other works which employ dental occlusion for authentication. Occlusion, in a dental context,
means the contact between maxillary (upper) and mandibular (lower) teeth. During the occlusion process, sound
will be created. Stewart et al. [30] �rst proposed to diagnose teeth issues using the occlusion sounds. BiLock [31]
further harnessed the unique sound signature generated by a user’s occlusion activities (teeth clicks) for user
authentication. On the other hand, we employ the unique dental features for authentication. The uniqueness
comes from the dental morphology diversity, the unique structure of alveolar bone of each individual, and the
distinctive abrasion on the occlusal surface. For genetically similar twins, the abrasion di�erences are big enough
for us to distinguish them.

3

MEASUREMENTS AND FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS

We �rst present a short background introduction on human teeth. Then we conduct a series of measurements to
show that the dental edge lines are unique across users while consistent for the same user, which motivate our
research in this work.

3.1

Introduction of Human Teeth

Structure of human teeth. A tooth consists of two main parts [32]: crown and root, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a).
Usually only the top crown can be visualized and captured by a smartphone camera. As demonstrated in previous
research [24], dental structure is stable over time, and dental crowns are intrinsically unique from each other.
The di�erence is caused by the diversities of tooth size, shape, position and surface abrasion [33].
Continuous edge lines of dental crowns. Each person has a �xed number of teeth arranged on dental alveoli
as shown in Fig. 2(b). For each tooth, the sub-edge line of the crown section can be further divided into four parts:
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Fig. 2. The dental structure of human teeth and the unique edge lines.

top line, right line, bottom line, and left line as shown in Fig. 2(c). For maxillary (upper) teeth, the bottom edge
line can be easily captured by slightly raising lips. In contrast, the top edge line of the mandibular (lower) teeth
can be easily captured. We denote the bottom edge line of the upper tooth A as ELbot tom (A), and the top edge
line of lower tooth B as ELt op (B) for simplicity. The diversity among each tooth and the unique arrangement of
teeth on the alveolar bone make the continuous edge line highly unique as shown in Fig. 2(d).
The continuous edge line of the dental crowns contains rich features for user authentication. First, each tooth
has a particular envelope, size, and position on the alveolar bone. The sub-edge line of each tooth is thus unique.
Second, when multiple teeth are considered, a continuous edge line is formed with multiple sub-edge tooth
lines connected together by junction points as shown in Fig. 2(d). Compared with the single tooth sub-edge
line, a continuous edge line is more unique. From the same angle of view, the envelope of the continuous
edge line is unique and stable. From di�erent camera angles, the envelopes of the continuous edge lines are
di�erent. Therefore, this dental edge line forms an individual-speci�c �ngerprint, enabling user authentication
on smartphones.

3.2

Dental Fingerprint

In this section, we conduct an empirical study to demonstrate that the biometrics, i.e., the continuous edge line of
the teeth crowns, can be used for user authentication. Besides, the dental biometrics captured at di�erent camera
angles implicitly reveal the 3D characteristic of the dental structure, which can be used to further enhance the
authentication performance.
We recruited a total of 307 volunteers, among which 93 volunteers (denoted as V1 ⇠ V93 ) shared their complete
set of dental edge biometrics for features analysis and participated in all experiments. Under very similar light
intensity condition (200 ⇠ 240 lux) and the same camera shooting distance (35 cm), we collected a group of dental
images from each volunteer �xed at each camera angle. Without loss of generality, we randomly select the dental
edge lines of 5 volunteers for analysis in this section. Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show the continuous edge lines (both
bottom and upper edge lines) of the �ve volunteers, respectively. We can clearly see that the 5 volunteers have
distinctive dental edge lines.
Consistency and distinguishability. Because the lengths of two dental edge lines are often di�erent in practice,
we employ Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [34] to measure the similarity between edge lines. DTW is a widely
used algorithm for calculating the similarity of non-equal length sequences [34]. The smaller the value of DTW
is, the more similar two non-equal length sequences are. We respectively calculate the DTW values of the dental
edge lines extracted from multiple dental images of the same volunteer (referred to as Intra-DTW) and of di�erent
volunteers (referred to as Inter-DTW). Fig. 3(c) shows the distribution of both Intra-DTWs (the left part) and
Inter-DTWs (the right part). We can see that the values of Intra-DTW are much less than those of Inter-DTWs.
These results demonstrate that the dental edge line can be utilized for user authentication.
Image diversity caused by camera angles. During the authentication stage, we continuously move the smartphone and thus collect dental images from di�erent camera angles. Interestingly, the edge lines obtained from
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 4, No. 3, Article 84. Publication date: September 2020.
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(a) Bottom edge lines of the upper teeth of
�ve volunteers

(b) Top edge lines of the lower teeth of �ve
volunteers

(c) Intra-DTW (the left part) and Inter-DTW
(the right part) distances of �ve volunteers

Fig. 3. Dental edge lines captured from five volunteers (V1 - V5 ), and the Intra-DTW and Inter-DTW distances between the
dental edge lines.

(a) Bottom edge lines of V1 ’s upper teeth (b) Top edge lines of V1 ’s lower teeth (c) DTW distances between edge lines obviewed from three di�erent camera angles viewed from three di�erent camera angles tained from three di�erent camera angles

Fig. 4. Dental edge lines obtained from images captured from di�erent camera angles A1 , A2 , and A3 , and the DTW distances
between these dental edge lines.

images captured at di�erent camera angles are di�erent, which implicitly present us three-dimensional information of the dental structure. We take dental images of volunteer V1 at three di�erent camera angles (i.e., 30 , 0 ,
30 as illustrated in Fig. 1(a)). We denote the three angles as A1 , A2 and A3 . As shown in Fig. 4(a) and 4(b), the
crown edge lines of volunteer V1 viewed from di�erent camera angles are quite di�erent. We use Ai -Ai to denote
the Intra-DTW of edge lines captured from the same camera angle Ai , and use Ai -AR to denote the Inter-DTW of
edge lines captured from di�erent camera angles. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the mean Intra-DTW values are all below
100 while the mean Inter-DTW values can be up to 600. These results indicate that the dental edge lines of a
same individual can be signi�cantly di�erent if the images are captured from di�erent camera angles. To use
dental edge biometrics for user authentication, we must �rst accurately estimate the camera angle of each image.
Challenging case. The DTW based scheme works well for most cases. However, we do �nd that for people who
have very similar dental edge lines, DTW distance is still too coarse to distinguish them, causing a performance
degradation. As shown in Fig. 5(a), volunteers V12 and V81 have similar edge lines and the Inter-DTW value is just
slightly larger than the Intra-DTW values. In this challenging case, it is di�cult to distinguish them by calculating
the DTW distance between two dental edge lines. This is because the DTW method just compares the amplitudes
of samples from two sequences and ignores the position information of the samples [35]. Also the edge line as a
whole does not contain very �ne-grained features.
We compute the Inter-DTW values for all 93 volunteers by considering each pair of them. The results are
plotted in Fig. 5(c), in which we use color depth to denote the value. We can see that among all 4278 (i.e., 93 ⇥ 92/2)
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(b) Intra- and Inter-DTW distances between (c) Distribution map of the DTW distances
these similar dental edge lines
between the edge lines of each pair of volunteers

Fig. 5. Challenging case: similar edge lines can fail the DTW-based similarity comparison.
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Fig. 6. Workflow of SmileAuth.

pairs, four pairs of volunteers have Inter-DTW values as small as Intra-DTW values. Therefore, to achieve a high
accuracy, just employing the DTW scheme to calculate the similarity of two edge lines is not enough. We need to
i) use �ner-grained dental features which are capable of distinguishing even very similar dental edge lines and ii)
employ corresponding signal process scheme to obtain the feature similarity between images.

4

SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we �rst present the system overview of SmileAuth and then introduce the technical details of
each component, namely, dental image processing, dental feature extraction, camera angle determination, attack
defense and authentication decision making.

4.1

System Overview

As shown in Fig. 6, our system consists of two modules: user registration module and user authentication module.
Each module has multiple sub-modules. The functions of the sub-modules are as follows:
• Image Collection: A smartphone is employed to take multiple consecutive dental images from di�erent
camera angles and shooting distances.
• Image Preprocessing: SmileAuth employs the toolkit Dlib Library [36] to obtain the landmarks in user’s
mouth area. Dlib Library is a lightweight toolkit, which can quickly detect the landmarks of user’s facial
features. Fig. 7(a) shows the landmarks detected by Dlib Library. SmileAuth then extracts user’s dental edge
lines as shown in Fig. 7(b).
• Dental Feature Extraction: we explore �ne-grained dental features, including basic features of an individual
tooth, extended features of adjacent teeth, global feature of all teeth and envelope of edge lines. Then, we
Proc. ACM Interact. Mob. Wearable Ubiquitous Technol., Vol. 4, No. 3, Article 84. Publication date: September 2020.
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Fig. 7. Dental image processing

use learning-based Random Forests [8] to assess the importance of each feature and assign a weight to
each feature.
• Similarity Threshold Calculation: SmileAuth employs the registration data to calculate the similarity threshold for judging the legitimacy of a user, and saves the calculated threshold in database.
• Feature Matching: In the authentication module, SmileAuth �rst extracts the camera angle information of
each image captured, and then chooses the corresponding registered images which have similar angles
for matching. Note that we employ multiple features with di�erent weights for comparison. SmileAuth
calculates the similarity of each feature and adds them to obtain the total feature similarity between the
authentication and registration images.
• Authentication Success/Failure: if the similarity is greater than the threshold in the database, the user
successfully passes the authentication. Otherwise, the authentication fails.

4.2

Dental Image Processing

In this section, we describe the preprocessing of dental images captured by the front camera of a smartphone.
To take an image, the user holds the smartphone with the front camera facing the mouth and then moves the
smartphone around the mouth to capture images from di�erent angles and shooting distances. The camera
continuously collects the user’s dental images until the authentication succeeds or fails. Since we need to extract
dental features from the collected images, we need to �rst identify and segment dental area of each image. We
employ the Dlib Library to detect 20 landmarks, denoted as {LM 1, LM 2, · · ·, LM 20 }, of the mouth area as illustrated
in Fig. 7(a). We focus on the dental area containing landmarks from LM 13 to LM 20 . We then leverage the standard
edge detection scheme Sobel Operator [37] to detect dental edge lines. The dental edge pro�le of a selected
volunteer detected by the Sobel Operator is shown in Fig. 7(b). We then perform the binarization operation [38]
on the grey image to remove points not on the edge line. Fig. 7(c) illustrates the obtained top and bottom edge
lines of the teeth. Here, we divide the image containing edge lines into two di�erent areas: public area and other
areas. The public area consists of a top edge line and a bottom edge line, hence there are two black pixel points in
each pixel column. For other areas, there is only one or no dental edge line, hence each pixel column has only
one or no black pixel point. However, it is often the case that the obtained edge line image still contains some
noise pixel points. The noise pixel points fall into three categories: redundant point, outlier point, and missing
point. As illustrated in Fig. 7(c), the redundant point is marked with a blue ellipse; an outlier point is marked
with a red diamond; and a missing point is marked with an orange triangle. Based on the continuity property, we
can easily remove the redundant point. We further adopt a sliding window [39] to remove the outlier points and
employ linear interpolation [40] to �ll the missing points.
To extract �ne-grained features of a single tooth, we need to segment each tooth in the dental edge line. Note
that the junction point between two teeth is the local extreme point, as presented in Fig. 2(d). By detecting the
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local extreme points, we can obtain the junction points, and then we can segment each single tooth using these
junction points.

4.3

Dental Feature Extraction

In this section, we introduce dental feature extraction, and how we assign a weight to each feature using
training-based Random Forests.
4.3.1 Biometric Features. Distinctive and stable biometric features are crucial for an authentication system. In
this section, we introduce how to extract rich features from the continuous edge lines.
Feature classi�cation: All dental features used by SmileAuth can be grouped into four categories: (i) Basic
features of an individual tooth; (ii) Extended features of adjacent teeth; (iii) Global feature of teeth distribution;
and (iv) Envelope of edge lines;
• Basic features (referred to as BF ): The basic features of an individual tooth contain the single tooth
sub-edge line (referred to as P), the distance between the two junction points (D), and the width of the
tooth (W ), as illustrated in Fig. 8(a).
• Extended features (EF ): By considering two adjacent teeth, the extended features contain a combined
extended edge line (referred to as EP), an extended distance (ED), and an extended width (EW ) correspond
to a unique arrangement of two adjacent teeth located at the alveolar bone, as shown in Fig. 8(b).
• Global feature of teeth (GFT ): The position and arrangement of the teeth, and the innately determined
alveolar bone structure can uniquely de�ne a user’s global dental feature. The global feature can be
characterized using the distance set (d 1,2 , d 1,3 , d 1,4 ..., d 2,3 , d 2,4 ...) of the junction points as shown in Fig. 8(c).
• Envelope of edge line (EEL): The edge lines of multiple teeth form a continuous dental edge line and
this continuous edge line has a unique and stable envelope as presented in Fig. 8(d).
Feature formalization and normalization: For a group of teeth, we denote them as T = {T1 , T2 ,· · ·Tn }, where
n is the number of teeth and Ti denotes the i-th tooth. The corresponding dental edge lines of each tooth are
denoted as EL={EL 1 , EL 2 ,· · · ELn }, where ELi denotes the sub-edge line of the i-th tooth. Correspondingly, the n
sub-edge lines are segmented by the n+1 junction points, which are denoted as J={ 1 , 2 ,· · · n , n+1 }, where i
denotes the i-th junction point and ELi is segmented by i and i+1 .
For a tooth Ti , the basic features can be denoted as <Pi , D i , Wi >. The extended features for adjacent teeth Ti and
Ti+1 are denoted as <EPi , ED i , EWi >. The global feature of junction point i can be denoted as <d 1,i , d 2,i , · · · dn+1,i >,
where di,j denotes the distance between i and j . By normalizing these features, the basic features <Pi , D i , Wi >
Pi
Di
i
are transformed as <Pi , D i , Wi >, where Pi = Pmax
, D i = Dmax
, and Wi = WW
. The Pmax , Dmax , and Wmax can be
max
calculated as
Pmax = max{Pi |i 2 [1, n]}, Dmax = max{D i |i 2 [1, n]}, Wmax = max{Wi |i 2 [1, n]}.

(1)
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(a) Relative error of dental features from the same volunteer and
di�erent volunteers

(b) Root mean squared error of dental features from the same volunteer and di�erent volunteers

Fig. 9. The feature di�erence measured by relative error (RE) and root mean squared error (RMSE).

Fig. 10. The importance weight of each feature.

Usually the maximal value of P, D, and W are obtained at the incisor. We can also transform <EPi,i+1 , ED i,i+1 ,
EWi,i+1 > into <EPi,i+1 , ED i,i+1 , EWi,i+1 > in the same way. In addition, the global feature <d 1,i , d 2,i ,· · · dn+1,i >
can be transformed into <d 1,i , d 2,i , · · · dn+1,i >.
Case study: To demonstrate the e�ectiveness of the features, we use relative error (RE) [41] and root mean
squared error (RMSE) [42] to measure the feature di�erence. The RE and RMSE are calculated as
m Õ
n |a b |
Õ
ij
ij
i=1 j=1

bi j

RE =
,
(2)
m
v
u
u
m Õ
n
tÕ
2
( a i j bi j )
i=1 j=1
RMSE =
.
(3)
m
where m is the number of features and n is the number of dimensions of the feature. ai j and bi j denote the values
of authentication feature and registration feature, respectively.
By collecting multiple dental images from each volunteer, we respectively calculate the RMSE and RE of dental
features from the same user and across di�erent users. We plot the averaged values of RE and RMSE in Fig. 9(a)
and 9(b), respectively. The results demonstrate that the above-mentioned features across di�erent users are
signi�cantly di�erent while they are similar for the same user. Therefore, these features can be used for user
authentication.

4.3.2 Feature Weight Assignment. We note that the above-mentioned features have di�erent levels of importance
in distinguishing users. We thus adopt learning-based Random Forests to assign a proper weight to each feature.
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To construct random forests, a proportion of samples are used to generate the decision trees. Then the rest
samples, referred as out-of-bag samples, are used to calculate the classi�cation error ratio and feature importance
weight (FIW) [8]. For random forests f , err f denotes the classi�cation error of the out-of-bag samples, and the
FIW of the i-th feature, referred as F IWi , is calculated as
N
’
F IWi =
(err fn err f )/N ,
(4)
n=1

where err fi is the classi�cation error when adding random noise to feature i in the out-of-bag samples. N denotes
the number of decision trees in random forests f . The larger the value of FIW, the more important the feature is.
By denoting the FIW of all K features as {F IW1, F IW2, · · · F IWK }, the weight of the j-th feature, referred as j , is
normalized as
K
’
F IWn ,
(5)
j = F IWj /
n=1

In this way, we can obtain the weight values for all features: { 1 , 2 , · · · K }. As illustrated in Fig. 10, we plot
the average FIW for all features. As shown in the �gure, GFT and EEL have higher weights, which means the
global feature of teeth and envelope of edge line are more important features in distinguishing users. Assuming
the similarities of all K features between the authentication image and registration image are {s 1, s 2, · · · s K },
SimleAuth calculates the overall similarity S tot al by applying the weights as
K
’
S tot al =
sn · w n
(6)
n=1

If S t ot al is larger than the pre-de�ned similarity threshold, the authentication succeeds, and vice versa.

4.4

Camera Angle Determination

As discussed in the previous section, dental features are closely dependent on the viewing angle of the camera.
During the authentication stage, SmileAuth needs to �rst infer the accurate angle for each authentication image
before feature similarity comparison. We leverage the characteristics of the mouth landmarks to estimate the
viewing angle of the camera with respect to the mouth. As shown in Fig. 7(a), 20 landmarks (LM 1 ⇠LM 20 ) are
marked surrounding the mouth. The key intuition here is that when images are captured from di�erent camera
angles, the distance between the same landmark pair varies accordingly. The Euclidean distance (ED) thus has
a strong correlation with the camera angle. SmileAuth simply calculates the Euclidean distances of all the 190
landmarks pairs (i.e., 20
2 ) in the image, and represents all the ED values as an ED vector EDV={ed 1 , ed 2 ,· · · ,ed 190 }.
Note that the ED value between two landmarks is not only related to the camera angle but also the distance
between the camera and mouth. To remove the distance dependency, we calculate the normalized ED values
EDV = {ed 1 , ed 2 ,· · · ,ed 190 } as below
edi =

edi
ed max

(7)

where ed max = max{edi |i 2 [1, 190]}. The normalized EDV can eliminate the in�uence of distance between
camera and mouth. The value of edi is only related to the camera angle. To obtain the camera angle information
of an image, SmileAuth calculates the EDV di�erence between the dental image being authenticated and each
image taken from di�erent angles stored in the database. The camera angle of the image being authenticated
is determined as the angle of the image in the database which has a minimum di�erence with respect to the
authentication image calculated as below
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Fig. 11. The similarity comparison of features is closely related to the camera angle estimation accuracy.

=

min

EDVi 2 {S},EDVa

v
u
tj=190 h
’
ed j (i)
j=1

i2
ed j (a) ,

(8)

where denotes the minimum di�erence between the EDVa of an authentication image and that EDVi of a
registration image at angle i in the database. Once the camera angle of the image being authenticated is obtained,
we employ the image taken from the same angle in the database to calculate the feature similarity for user
authentication.
To demonstrate the e�ect of angle estimation, we calculate the total similarity score between two images taken
from the same user. As shown in Fig. 11, when the camera angle is correctly estimated, the similarity score is
close to 1. When the angle estimate has an error of 5 degrees, the similarity score drops to 0.86. When the angle
estimate has an error of 30 degrees, the similarity score approaches 0.1. These results show that the accuracy of
angle estimation has a signi�cant impact on authentication accuracy.

4.5

Defense of Potential A�acks

In this section, we introduce how our system can be employed to combat against attacks such as image spoo�ng,
video-based attack, external force attack and full denture attack.
4.5.1 Data Continuity Detection. We employ the spatial continuity of adjacent images to combat against external
force attack. During the process of dental image collection, the smartphone is moved slightly and thus the adjacent
images are continuous in spatial domain. We then employ the mouth landmark di�erences between adjacent
images to ensure spatial continuity exists. We calculate the Euclidean distance di�erences between two adjacent
images for all the 190 landmark pairs and sum them up as below

k

=

v
u
t 190
’
i=1

edi (k + 1))2,

(edi (k)

(9)

where edi (k) and edi (k + 1) denote the Euclidean distance of the i-th landmark in two adjacent images. k and
(k+1) are the image index. To eliminate the e�ect of camera shooting distance on k , we calculate the relative
image variation k as below
k

=

k +1
k

.
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Fig. 12. Deviation of adjacent images
is much larger for external force a�ack
compared to normal authentication.

Fig. 13. Average deviations of adjacent
images are much larger for external
force a�ack compared to normal authentication.
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Fig. 14. Distribution of LBP-Based
texture values are di�erent between normal authentication and
image/video spoofings.

For a legitimate user, k changes slightly over time. On the other hand, forcing the mouth open for authentication
using an external force will cause dramatic changes in adjacent images. If an abrupt change occurs due to external
force, the value of k will signi�cantly increase and exceed an empirical threshold. Taking a randomly selected
volunteer as an example, the volunteer is forced by external force to open his mouth for authentication. As shown
in Fig. 12, k values in normal authentication are around 1.0 and stable. On the other hand, the k values can be
larger than 2.5 under the external force.
We further randomly select 10 volunteers to perform normal authentication and external force authentication.
We compute the k values between adjacent images and show the results in Fig. 13. We can see that the mean
value of k for external force authentication is much larger than that for normal authentication. For these
ten volunteers, SmileAuth can set the threshold as 1.5 to detect image continuity and accordingly detect the
external force attack. Note that each user can set an individual continuity threshold using the registration images.
Assuming the image variation value set for one user is S = { 1, 2, · · ·, k }. Based on the property of normal
distribution [43], we can set the user’s continuity threshold as µ + . µ is the mean and is the variance of S .
4.5.2 LBP-based Texture Feature. SmileAuth further adopts the Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [9] based texture
feature to detect image spoo�ng and video-replaying attack. The rationale is that compared with normal authentication images captured directly from a human user, images captured from another image (image spoo�ng) or from
a video (video-based) have missing structured light [44]. The images are di�erent in color, brightness, saturation
and so on. The above di�erences can be captured by the texture feature [45]. LBP is a widely used method to
extract the texture feature, due to its robustness against camera angle and low computational complexity [46].
Each pixel in the image has a corresponding LBP value and we choose one pixel (x c , c ) as an example to illustrate
the LBP value calculation. The pixel (x c , c ) is selected as the center point of a circle with a radius of R. Then we
can calculate the LBP value of (x c , c ) as below
LBP(xc ,
S n(
Ror
LBP (x
c,

c ,N ,R)

n

c ,N ,R)

=

N
’

2n 1S n(

c ),

n

n=1

c) =

⇢

1

if

n

c>

0,

0

if

n

c<

0.

= min{Ror ((LBP (xc ,

c ,N ,R)

), n)|n = 1, 2, .., N }

(10)

(11)

where N is the number of pixels in the circle excluding the center pixel (x c , c ), and c is the grey value [47] of
the center point (pixel). n denotes the grey value of other pixels in the circle and S n is the sign function [48].
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Fig. 15. The authentication process consists of four main parts: image preprocessing, dental feature extraction, feature
matching and authentication decision making.

Through the sign function, we obtain N binary values (0, 1), each corresponding to the gray value comparison
result between one pixel in the circle and (x c , c ). We obtain the LBP value of (x c , c ) by converting the sequence
of N binary values into one decimal value. For example, if 8 pixels in the circle present us a binary sequence {0, 0,
0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0}, and the LBP value is 80 (24 + 26 = 80). The LBP values are in the range of (0, 255).
Note that when there are N pixels in one circle, which pixel is picked as the �rst one in the sequence matters in
LBP calculation. If we change the start pixel while keeping the order unchanged from {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0} to {0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1}, the LBP value becomes 160 (25 + 27 = 160). When the camera shooting angle of the image changes,
the start pixel in the sequence changes accordingly. In other words, the LBP value changes when the camera angle
changes. We remove the in�uence of the camera angle by brute forcing all N possible start pixels and choose the
one achieves the minimum value using Equation (11). After we apply Equation (11), we will �nd in the previous
example, the sequence {1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0} presents us the minimum LBP value which is 5. Fig. 14 presents the
mean LBP value histogram of dental images taken from normal authentication and taken from image/video
spoo�ng respectively. We can see that the distributions of LBP texture values are dramatically di�erent. During
the authentication phase, if the similarity value of the texture features between the authentication image and
registration image is larger than the pre-de�ned threshold, the user can pass the authentication.
In this work, SmileAuth combines spatial continuity with LBP-based texture feature to defend against multiple
commonly seen attacks. Speci�cally, the spatial continuity of adjacent images can resist external force attack,
and the LBP-based texture feature can e�ectively detect image and video spoo�ngs.

4.6

Authentication

In this section, we introduce the feature weight, the similarity threshold, fault-tolerant mechanism and the
authentication decision making as summarized in Fig. 15.
4.6.1 Training Process. The o�-line training process includes two steps. The �rst step is to obtain the importance
weight for each feature by applying learning-based Random Forests (RF) as described in Sec. 4.3.2. We train the
RF model as a two-class classi�er that can distinguish the positive class (i.e., the legitimate user) and the negative
class (i.e., the unauthorized user). The legitimate users are labeled as positive class (i.e., 1) and the unauthorized
users are labeled as negative class (i.e., 0). Optimal parameters, such as the number of trees and the depth of trees,
are chosen by standard grid search procedure. In the process of training, RF tests the importance of each feature
on the classi�cation accuracy through feature addition and deletion, and �nally outputs the importance weight.
We use all registration data of the legitimate users and randomly select the same number of dental images from
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(a) Lab: the user sits in a chair

(b) Meeting room: the user sits in a chair
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(c) Corridor: the user is walking

Fig. 16. Experiment environments.

the unauthorized users to train the RF. We then use the average weight of each feature as the �nal importance
weight. The second step is to calculate the dental feature similarity threshold. Dividing the registration data
of each volunteer into two parts, we calculate the similarity between images in one part (20%) and the rest
images (80%). We then calculate the average of the similarity values as the �nal similarity threshold. During
the user authentication phase, we calculate the dental feature similarity between the authentication images and
registration images. If the similarity is greater than the threshold, the user can pass the authentication, and vice
versa.
4.6.2 Fault-Tolerant Mechanism in Authentication. Compared with the registration data, users may have changes
in dental structure during the authentication phase, caused by shedding of teeth, wearing braces, and teeth
covered with food debris. These situations can cause changes in features and may result in authentication failure
for legitimate users. We thus adopt a fault-tolerant mechanism based on LIBSVM [49] to tolerate these unexpected
changes. Note that our system can now tolerate changes on one tooth. If there are changes on multiple teeth, our
system will deny the authentication.
By pasting tinfoil and veneer on the surface of one randomly selected tooth of the legitimate users, we have
the dental data labeled as positive class feeding to the LIBSVM model, and the dental images of the unauthorized
user labeled as negative class. In the authentication phase, if a user fails SmileAuth, the user will be authenticated
again by LIBSVM. If the authentication passes LIBSVM, the user is still considered a legitimate user.
4.6.3 User Authentication Process. To pass the authentication of SmileAuth, a user simply uses the smartphone
to collect a few dental images from di�erent camera angles. We describe the detail process as below.
In Image Preprocessing module, SmileAuth segments the dental area by detecting the mouth area landmarks. If
attack (e.g., image spoo�ng) is detected, SmileAuth immediately terminates the authentication process. Otherwise,
the system proceeds to the Dental Feature Extraction module. SmileAuth employs the Sobel Operator to detect the
edge lines of the exposed teeth, and then removes outliers and noise to extract clean dental features. In Feature
Matching module, SmileAuth �rst infers the camera angle of each image. SmileAuth then chooses the image in the
registration database which has the closest camera angle for comparison. SmileAuth computes the dental feature
similarity between two images and if the similarity is larger than the pre-de�ned threshold, the user passes the
authentication. Otherwise, SmileAuth adopts the Fault-Tolerance Mechanism to re-authenticate the user.

5

EVALUATION

We implement the prototype of SmileAuth on Samsung Galaxy A9 Star and Galaxy C5. Data analysis is conducted
on a desktop with an Intel i5-8400 CPU and 16 G RAM running Windows 10 with JetBrains PyCharm 2018 software.
SmileAuth prototype uses the front camera of a smartphone to capture user’s dental images for authentication. In
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Table 1. The overall performance of SmileAuth
Precision(%)
F-score(%)
FNR(%)
FPR(%)

Mean

Median

Standard Deviation

99.74
98.69
2.31
0.25

99.75
98.61
2.32
0.24

0.15
0.63
1.24
0.15

this section, we evaluate the e�ectiveness and accuracy of SmileAuth. We �rst introduce the evaluation setup and
metrics in Sec. 5.1. We then show the overall performance of SmileAuth and study the impact of di�erent factors
on performance in Sec. 5.2. We further evaluate the resilience of SmileAuth against potential attacks in Sec. 5.3.

5.1

Experiment Setup and Metrics

Experiment setup. A total of 307 volunteers (201 females and 106 males) aged from 18 to 52 are involved in
the evaluation of SmileAuth. For 93 volunteers, we collect their dental images in three di�erent environments,
i.e., a lab with all lights on, a meeting room with all lights on, and a corridor with all lights o�, as illustrated
in Fig. 16. The corresponding light intensities are 200⇠240 lux (referred as I 1 ), 110⇠160 lux (referred as I 2 ), and
10⇠50 lux (referred as I 3 ) for the lab, meeting room and corridor respectively. For 214 random volunteers in
the street test, we collect 60 dental images from each person at camera angles from -30 to 30 with the light
intensities in the range of 300⇠800 lux. Note that the light intensity outdoors varies a lot over time. The camera
shooting distance between the camera and mouth varies from 20cm to 50cm, which is the comfort distance for
most smartphone users. In each environment, each volunteer holds the smartphone at a speci�c shooting distance
and captures dental images from di�erent angles. Each volunteer (excluding those in the street test) contributes
312 groups (each group contains 10 images) of images. Our image dataset contains a total of 303000 (93⇥312⇥10
+ 214⇥60) dental images from 307 volunteers. To improve the data processing speed in both registration and
authentication stage, we store the dental features and camera angle information extracted from each image in a
matrix format.
Evaluation metrics. User authentication is a binary classi�cation problem. Four parameters - true positive (TP),
true negative (TN), false positive (FP) and false negative (FN) are de�ned as below
•
•
•
•

TP: A legitimate user is correctly classi�ed as positive class.
TN: An unauthorized user is correctly classi�ed as negative class.
FP: An unauthorized user is wrongly classi�ed as positive class.
FN: A legitimate user is wrongly classi�ed as negative class.

In this paper, we use precision, recall, F-score, FPR and FNR as metrics to comprehensively measure the perforP
TP
mance of SmileAuth. Precision is de�ned as P = T PT+F
P . Recall is de�ned as R = T P +F N . F-score is the harmonic
·R
mean of precision and recall, which has a best value of 1 and worst value of 0, de�ned as F -score = 2 PP+R
. FPR is a
measure of likelihood that an authentication system incorrectly accepts an access trial from an unauthorized
P
user. FPR is de�ned as F PR = F PF+T
N . FNR represents the likelihood that an authentication system incorrectly
N
rejects the access attempt from a legitimate user. FNR is de�ned as F N R = F NF +T
P.

5.2

SmileAuth Performance

We �rst evaluate the overall performance of SmileAuth in di�erent environments, and then study the impact of
di�erent factors on the performance.
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(a) The CDF plot of Precision and F-Score
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(b) The CDF plot of FNR and FPR

Fig. 17. The overall performance of SmileAuth.

(a) Precision and F-Score under di�erent combinations of lighting conditions

(b) FNR and FPR under di�erent combinations
of lighting conditions

Fig. 18. The system performance of SmileAuth under di�erent combinations of lighting conditions.

5.2.1 Authentication Accuracy. To evaluate the authentication accuracy, we select one volunteer as the legitimate
user (e.g., V1 ), and the rest volunteers (e.g., V2 ⇠V93 ) as unauthorized users. All the 93 volunteers then try to
pass the authentication of the proposed system. We compute the precision and F-score of the authentication
results and show them in Table 1 and Fig. 17. The median values for precision and F-score are 99.75% and 98.61%,
respectively. The mean value of FNR is 2.31% and the mean value of FPR is 0.25%. These results indicate that
SmileAuth can ensure access of the legitimate user and deny access of unauthorized users at a high accuracy.
5.2.2 Impact of Light Intensity. To evaluate the impact of light intensity on system performance, we run SmileAuth
for user authentication under di�erent illumination conditions. Among the three light intensities, i.e., I 1 (strong),
I 2 (medium) and I 3 (low), we respectively train SmileAuth with data collected at one intensity and test the
authentication performance under all three light intensities.
We compute the average values of precision, F-score, FNR and FPR of SmileAuth and present the results
in Fig. 18. Unsurprisingly, low light intensity (I 3 ) and light intensity di�erence between registration data and
authentication data have e�ects on the authentication performance. The FNR of I 1 -I 3 , I 2 -I 3 , I 3 -I 3 are 5.96%, 4.82%
and 6.04%, which are larger than the overall mean value of FNR (2.34%). This result shows that the ratio of
legitimate user denied by SmileAuth increases in low light environment. The FPR values are stable and small
under all light intensities which means the lighting condition has little impact on the performance of denying
attackers.
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Fig. 19. The performance of SmileAuth Fig. 20. Authentication accuracy under
in mobile scenario and static scenario. three di�erent shooting distances.

Fig. 21. Authentication accuracy with
di�erent numbers of teeth exposed.

5.2.3 Performance of Mobile Scenario. When applying SmileAuth for authentication, the user can be in one of
the two states: stationary (static scenario) and walking (mobile scenario). For authenticating during walking,
the quality of dental images collected by the front camera are susceptible to smartphone jitter and some images
may be blurred. In this section, we employ images collected in both scenarios (static and mobile) to evaluate the
system performance. The light intensity is strong (I 1 ) for this experiment.
The mean values of precision, F-score, FNR and FPR across di�erent volunteers in both scenarios are plotted in
Fig. 19. Compared with the static scenario, the FNR is increased from 2.06% to 5.27% in mobile scenario, which
indicates that the ratio of legitimate user rejection is increased. The reasons are twofold: (i) camera shaking
occurs during the process of image collection, leading to low quality images; and (ii) the continuity detection
between adjacent images may incorrectly reject a legitimate user in walking scenario because the Euclidean
distances between landmarks may abruptly change. Note that a FNR of 5.27% does not a�ect the usability of
SmileAuth much because the legitimate user can pass the authentication with multiple tries.
5.2.4 Impact of Shooting Distance. The shooting distance between the camera and mouth can a�ect the quality
of collected dental images. In this subsection, we evaluate the impact of shooting distance on authentication
accuracy. We �x the light intensity as I 1 and camera angle as 30 ⇠ 30 . We evaluate the performance of
SmileAuth at di�erent shooting distances (20 cm, 35 cm and 50 cm). The results are shown in Fig. 20. We can see
that the impact of distance between the smartphone and mouth on authentication is negligible. The reason is
that our system normalizes the feature and thus e�ectively mitigates the e�ect of shooting distance. Note that
we do not increase the shooting distance beyond 50 cm because most people feel uncomfortable taking photos
further away using the front camera of a smartphone.
5.2.5 Impact of the Number of Exposed Teeth. During the registration phase, the user needs to expose his/her
teeth so that SmileAuth can extract dental features for authentication. However, the number of teeth exposed
by users can be di�erent every time. The minimum number of teeth that SmileAuth requires for authentication
seriously a�ects the usability of the system. In this section, we evaluate the impact of the number of teeth exposed
to camera on authentication accuracy. We evaluate the authentication performance of SmileAuth when the
number of exposed teeth is 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14, respectively. As shown in Fig. 21, when we employ less than 8 teeth
for authentication, the mean values of FPR can sharply increase to 10%. When the number of exposed teeth is no
less than 12, the mean values of FPR and FNR are below 0.35% and 1.95%, respectively. These results demonstrate
that SmileAuth does not require too many teeth to be exposed, thus avoiding weird facial expression during the
authentication process.
5.2.6 Impact of Fault-tolerant Mechanism on Authentication Performance. For most people, dental structure
and the corresponding features are stable over time. However, changes do happen occasionally and a�ect the
authentication performance. The fault-tolerant mechanism of SmileAuth can tolerate changes on one single
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Fig. 22. The performance of SmileAuth Fig. 23. The performance of SmileAuth Fig. 24. The FPR performance for street
with/without fault-tolerant mechanism. in distinguishing twins.
tests with 214 volunteers.

tooth so a legitimate user can still pass the authentication with changes on a single tooth. We test the validity
of the proposed fault-tolerant mechanism by evaluating the performance di�erence of SmileAuth with and
without adopting it. As shown in Fig. 22, by adopting the fault-tolerant mechanism, the average FNR value is
decreased from 8.66% to 2.42% and FPR values are basically unchanged. From the experiment, we can see that the
fault-tolerant mechanism can e�ectively decrease the rate legitimate users get rejected and improve the usability
of SmileAuth.
5.2.7 Authentication of Twins. Twins look very similar, and some existing authentication systems have di�culties
in distinguishing twins. We observe that even for twins with genetically the same teeth initially, the dietary
habit and other environmental factors can cause a clear di�erence in dental features between a pair of twins. We
recruit two pairs of twins (i.e., the �rst pair is denoted as V27 and V28 and the second pair is denoted as V29 and
V30 ) to evaluate the performance of SmileAuth in distinguishing twins. We consider one of the two twins as the
legitimate user and the other as the unauthorized user. As illustrated in Fig. 23, the mean FPR value is 0. This
result indicates that the twins can always be distinguished from their teeth and the dental features are unique
even among twins.
5.2.8 The Performance of SmileAuth in Street Tests. To evaluate the system performance in the wild, we recruit a
total of 214 volunteers in the street tests. The volunteers are aged from 18 to 52 and they are pro�cient in using
smartphones. Before each volunteer’s test, we show the volunteers how to use SmileAuth for authentication and
ask them to follow our instructions to move the smartphones to take dental images. The light intensity varies in
a large range between 300⇠800 lux because street tests happen in multiple di�erent days. In general, the light
intensity in outdoor environment is stronger than that in laboratory environment (i.e., 200⇠240 lux) and thus the
quality of images collected in street tests is high. For each volunteer, we collect two groups (i.e., 20) of dental
images at camera angles from 30 to 30 . In these tests, we consider the 93 lab volunteers as legitimate users
and the 214 street volunteers as illegal users to see if street volunteers can pass the authentication of SmileAuth.
As shown in Fig. 24, the FPR of street tests is less than 0.52% and the mean value of FPR is 0.27%. The achieved
street test performance is just slightly worse than that in the laboratory. We believe there are mainly two reasons
for this. The �rst reason is that in the street tests, the volunteers strictly follow our instructions to take teeth
images. Another reason we believe is the much stronger light intensity in outdoor environment, leading to high
quality dental images. The street test results further demonstrate the feasibility of employing dental biometrics
for authentication.

5.3

The Performance of SmileAuth Against A�acks

5.3.1 Image Spoofing A�ack. In this section, we evaluate the performance of SmileAuth against image spoo�ng
attack. We employ color images on paper in 5 di�erent sizes, black-and-white images on paper in 5 di�erent sizes
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(a) The CDF plot of FPR values for video re- (b) The CDF plot of FPR values for external
playing attack.
force attack.

Fig. 25. The a�ack detection performance of SmileAuth on video replaying a�ack and extra force a�ack.

and also electronic images on a laptop. We choose a total of 990 spoo�ng images from 10 volunteers to spoof
the system. None of these dental images can pass the authentication. The reason is that the LBP-based texture
feature can e�ectively di�erentiate between images taken from a human and images taken from another image.
5.3.2 Video Replaying A�ack. During the process of user authentication, attackers can use a video camera
to capture the user’s teeth information, and they can use these videos for replaying attack. To evaluate the
e�ect of replaying attack, we randomly select 20 volunteers with one of them serving as the legitimate user and
the other volunteers serving as attackers. The attackers are asked to freely take a video shot at a self-selected
shooting distance and then employ the recorded videos to perform a video replaying attack. The attack detection
performance (i.e., FPR) is shown in Fig. 25(a). The mean FPR after applying the proposed LBP-based texture
method is as low as 0.18%. This result demonstrates the e�ectiveness of the LBP-based texture feature in dealing
with video replaying attack.
5.3.3 External Force A�ack. If the user is in an unconscious state, such as deep sleep and drunkenness, attackers
can spoof SmileAuth by opening the user’s mouth with external force to expose the user’s teeth. We would like to
evaluate if mouth opening forced by an attacker can pass the continuity check of SmileAuth. We randomly selected
20 volunteers and then apply an external force to open their mouths for authentication. The authentication
results are illustrated in Fig. 25(b). The achieved FPR values with only continuity feature and with the combined
features are very close. The median FPR is as low as 0.22%. However, the median FPR of only using LBP-based
texture feature reaches up to 6.72%. This is because the external force attack breaks the continuity restriction in
adjacent images, but the LBP-based texture feature cannot detect this change.
5.3.4 Denture A�ack. If an attacker would like to use dentures to spoof our system, the attacker needs to obtain
the detailed edge biometric of the dentures. To evaluate the impact of denture attack on SmileAuth, we obtain
5 dentures of 5 volunteers from the dental clinic, and consider other volunteers as attackers, who wear the 5
volunteers’ dentures to spoof the system.
For all denture attack trials, we �nd that no single attacker can use any of the 5 dentures to pass the authentication of SmileAuth. From the experiment, we �nd that even the attackers use exactly the same dentures, the
dentures still cannot be utilized to spoof our system. This is because even the same dentures, when di�erent
persons put them in the mouth, the generated dental biometrics are di�erent. Speci�cally, when the dentures are
put in the mouth, the biometrics of the dentures is not only determined by the dentures but also determined by
the oral cavity structure. The lips and jaw will squeeze the dentures and thus the dental biometrics before and
after the dentures put in the mouth are di�erent. Each person’s oral cavity structure is unique. Therefore, even
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the attacker can copy or steal the dentures, still the attacker cannot spoof our system when the dentures are put
in the mouth.

(a) Traditional metal brace

(b) Latest plastic aligner

(c) The FNR values over time when users wear
braces.

Fig. 26. The performance of SmileAuth when users wear braces.

6

DISCUSSION

Impact of braces There are two commonly seen braces. The �rst type is traditional metal brace as shown in
Fig. 26(a). This type of brace does not change the dental edge biometrics but just adds metal brackets and wires to
the teeth surface. Thus, this type of brace has little e�ect on the authentication performance of our system. The
second type of brace as shown in Fig. 26(b) is the latest plastic aligner which does not involve brackets and wires
but instead utilizes a series of custom-made clear plastic aligners that are worn over the teeth. The second type
of brace also has little e�ect on our system because it is transparent and the dental edge biometrics are clearly
visible and not a�ected. However, we want to point out that from our experiments, in a long term (a few months),
the braces do slightly change the structure of the teeth. We continuously monitor a few brace users to study the
e�ect of slow change of the dental edge biometrics. We monitor 5 volunteers for 3 months and collect image data
of their teeth every half month. We calculate the FNR to see if the dental biometrics originally registered in the
database is not updated, how the performance is a�ected. The results are shown in Fig. 26(c). We can see that the
FNR slightly increases with time which demonstrates the dental biometrics do change over time. However, from
the results, we can also conclude that this change is small and slow. After two months from the registration date,
the FNR only slightly increases to 2.65%. For a period of two weeks, the FNR values are all below 2.35%. For brace
wearers, it is suggested that they update their dental biometrics in a weekly basis to make sure the slow subtle
changes are captured.
E�ect of long shooting distances under a weak illumination. SmileAuth needs to extract features from
dental images for authentication and thus the image quality can directly a�ect the authentication accuracy. The
illumination condition and shooting distance can both a�ect the image quality. We want to point out that in
extremely weak illumination conditions, the image quality can be poor which will a�ect the authentication
performance. We do note that the smartphone screen can be very bright and if the smartphone is close to the
mouth, it helps in weak illumination conditions. However, if the illumination is poor and the phone is far away
from the mouth, then the image quality can be too poor to be utilized for authentication.
System latency. System latency is the time cost for our system to achieve an authentication decision after the
dental images are taken. In our current system, the landmarks detection is a time-consuming operation, and
the time cost for each image is about 200 ms. The dental edge line extraction and feature matching take around
125ms. The total time cost for one image is about 325 ms. To achieve a high accuracy, we need multiple images for
authentication and thus a single authentication can take up to 3 seconds. We believe by applying more e�cient
landmark detection algorithm and reducing the number of images required for authentication, the time cost can
be signi�cantly reduced.
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Reducing the number of teeth required for authentication. For our current system, to achieve acceptable
good performance, more than 12 teeth need to be exposed. One interesting question is can we reduce the number
of teeth and still maintain the high accuracy. This is because a courtesy smile usually exposes less than 8 teeth. In
our future work, we would like to achieve the same authentication performance with less than 6 teeth. Note that
with less teeth exposed, less information is available and thus we need to explore new features, more advanced
signal processing and learning methods to achieve this objective.
Multi-modal authentication. Our work does not aim to replace the existing authentication schemes but would
like to provide users an interesting alternative. We believe there is no single best biometrics for authentication
in terms of accuracy, robustness and accessibility. The proposed system can be easily integrated with existing
schemes to add another layer of protection. For example, the proposed system can be combined with facial
recognition to enable multi-modal authentication.

7

CONCLUSIONS

We propose a new user authentication modality SmileAuth in this paper by using dental edge biometrics for
user authentication. We demonstrate that dental edge lines are unique for each individual and thus be utilized
to achieve highly accurate user authentication. Even for challenging cases such as twins, the proposed system
is still able to distinguish them easily. We believe the proposed system can be applied to add another layer of
protection to our smartphones.
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